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Abstract 
Many experimental techniques probe glass structure at different length scales. Neutron and X-ray scattering are 

often the first choices since inter-atomic distances are provided by the real-space pair distribution function (PDF) 
which covers the whole interest range. Unfortunately direct and unambiguous interpretation of glass structure from 
PDFs is not possible due to severe peak overlap of different bonds. Instead, the differential PDF (DPDF) is often used 
to extract the partial PDF for more definite information. 

In this study we used combined neutron and X-ray total scattering analysis to study the structural change of titanium 
phosphate 0.73TiO2·0.27P2O5 glass induced by 1GPa pressurization performed at glass transition temperature. 
Because titanium has negative scattering length by neutron scattering and positive weighting factor by X-ray 
scattering, a Ti-containing glass is a perfect candidate for combined X-ray and neutron differential scattering analysis 
to extract the individual P-O and Ti-O pair distributions. The individual partial Ti-O and P-O bond distribution 
function (noted as nDFs) were extracted from combined neutron and X-ray data. The differential PDF technique was 
applied again, by subtracting the as-made partial nDF from their corresponging pressurized partial nDF. It will be 
shown by differential PDF analysis that the D-nTi-ODF has a negative peak at 1.80Å and a positive peak at 2.10Å. By 
comparing to a crystal structure related to the glass compositionTi5O4(PO4)4, the shorter Ti-O bond length correponds 
to bonds in the TiO6 octahedra which are corner shared with other TiO6 octahedra, the longer bonds correspond to Ti-
O bonds which are face shared by two TiO6 octahedra. In conlcusion, a 2mol% corner sharing to face sharing transition 
of titanium octahedra seems to be the main cause of density increase by pressurization as defined by the utilized 
techniques. 
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